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Creturner Group and Trust Anchor Group 
enter into agreement to cooperate on the 
sale of carbon offsets
The companies have signed an agreement according to which Trust Anchor Group will provide 
Creturner's technical solution for carbon offsetting and offers its customers' end customers to 
carbon offset their purchases in Trust Anchor Group's payment solution system. Trust Anchor 
Group has clients in a variety of areas, specifically the travel industry, sports-tech and digital 
assets are growing rapidly.

Trust Anchor Group offers its clients, via Neuro-Services, secure and scalable identity systems, 
smart payments and an enterprise-class platform for digital assets as a service. The agreement is 
ongoing and valid from September 1, 2023. 
Trust Anchor Group's customers include companies such as CityCity, Digitala Lagkassan and 
TravelOperations.

Both companies see opportunities for continued development and are focusing on quickly 
establishing sales with the sales with the goal of becoming an integrated part of the customers' 
value chain that actively makes a difference.

Joakim Erlandson, CEO Creturner Group AB:
"I feel very pleased with this agreement and the deeper cooperation we are now entering into with 
Trust Anchor Group. We have been working together for some time and TAG has developed the 
digital certificates that our customers receive when they offset. TAG is an exciting company that 
will be a significant part of the change that we have ahead of us in the digital economy. Through 
the collaboration, we get another platform where our solution can reach out and offer our carbon 
offsets both internationally and nationally."

Tommy Andorff, CEO Trust Anchor Group AB
"It feels great to be able to offer Creturner's innovative and measurable climate compensation to 
our customers. We have high demands on real results, with high quality and traceability when it 
comes to carbon offsetting and Creturner really delivers a unique and value-creating solution in 
this regard. We have a very rewarding cooperation since before, and the deepened cooperation is 
also a great acknowledgement of our common ability to deliver innovative and valuable solutions 
together, which promises very well for the future. In addition to our customers in Sweden, we will 
offer Creturner's carbon offsets to customers in the US, Latin America and Europe. We also expect 
Creturner to join Trust Anchor Group and our product Neuro-Pay in the international expansion we 
are currently undergoing. Trust Anchor Group is working to make the world smarter, and Creturner 
is exactly the kind of player we want to work with, where we can develop the business together 
while contributing to making the world a little better, step by step", 

About Trust Anchor Group AB
Trust Anchor Group is a technology partner that makes the world smarter by offering digitalization 
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and next generation internet technology to companies, organizations and authorities. 
Through Neuro services, a comprehensive digital asset platform, secure identity systems and 
smart payment solutions, Trust Anchor Group acts as a catalyst for inclusive sustainability, financial 
stability and innovation. 
For more information, see www.trustanchorgroup.com 

Creturner's approach is innovative, closing the financial loop and quickly providing the clarity that 
customers are seeking in the context of carbon offsets. The market is looking for a more 
measurable, transparent, digital and completion-driven way to fulfill customers' carbon offset 
needs, which Creturner already offers today.

--
Creturner Group AB is a group with two business areas within environmental technology.
The digital part is a technical computer business that is expanding to strengthen its long-term 
potential and create a potential and create a presence in the rapidly growing market for computer 
capacity. The company has its own facilities in Sweden with its own energy production to reduce 
raw material costs and environmental impact.
The environmental component offers corporate customers an effective and permanent method of 
offsetting their operations.
operations. The method is based on Bio-CCS (Carbon Capture and Storage), which means that 
biomass is converted into the element carbon and stored to reduce the amount of carbon dioxide 
in the atmosphere.
in the atmosphere. Corporate customers of Creturner can then purchase carbon offsets in the 
same way they traditionally offset climate change, for example by planting trees. Unlike tree 
planting, Creturner's approach is immediate, permanent and clearly measurable. Monitoring is 
done through linked smart contracts that give the customer insight into the results and future 
financial returns of the environmental investment. www.creturner.com
The company is listed on NGM Nordic SME in Stockholm and on the Stuttgart Stock Exchange in 
Germany.
/
Contact details
For further information please contact:
Joakim Erlandson, CEO of Creturner Group AB (publ) on +46-70-8555255 or via e-mail. joakim.
erlandson@creturner.com
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